is also seen when one ;d behavior, open triangles and L and the autocorrelation func-1 amplitude of the fluctuations, ade with a fixed source-drain ed since the channel resistance values by KQ = AIV sl^ (where A nds that the revised amplitudes lues. This provides clear evif the measurement or the data ude differs from that predicted than the current dependences jffecting the amplitude depen-2 measurements) will be pub-'fects due to WL and UCF in a The analysis has verified ceraccuracy to date. In addition, e UCFs upon the source-drain -orbit scattering can be further inish and spin-orbit scattering We report the observation of a transverse voltage occurring on passing an electric current through a narrow, electrcstaf'caüy defmed wire in a two dimensional electron gas, at zero magnetic field. The voltage, which is measured using point contact voltage probes, is even in the current and shows strong oscillations äs the number of subbands in either one of the point contacts is varied. Our observations can be explained by electron heating in the channel, which induces a thermoelectric voltage across the point contacts.
In spite of the strong recent activity in the field of quantum ballistic transport in one-and zero dimensional semiconductor nanostructures ( for a review, Using a split-gate technique we have defined a 18 μιη long and 4 //m wide channel on a high mobility (Al,Ga)As heterostructure. Both sides of the channel contain two quantum point contacts, 3 μπι apart. In this structure, we create a temperature difference between the electron gas in the channel and that outside (behind As long äs k^T -TQ) remains small compared to the l D subband Splitting, the number of channels in the point contact accessible for hot electrons differs sigmficantly from that for cold electrons, whenever Ep is close to the bottom energy of a subband.
In conclusion, we have shown that electron heating is a powerful method for studying thermoelectric effects in nanostructured devices in the ballistic regime. We have found a novel mechanism for second harmonic generation, and have observed the quantum oscillations in the thermopower of a quantum point contact for the first üme.
